New Technology for the Delivery of Heliox
Streamlines setups, saves time and helps you focus on patient care
Saving you critical time at the point of care. Now, the most popular heliox mixture (80/20) is available using regulator technology similar to Praxair’s popular Grab ‘n Go® Advanced Respiratory System for large ‘K’ size cylinders.
The new Medipure Heliox-LCQ System from Praxair eliminates the need for maintaining a hospital inventory
of specialty heliox regulators and the inevitable cost of ownership including purchase, replacement, repairs, and tools
needed to connect them to the cylinder. We’ve also virtually eliminated the delays associated with having to swap
everything from one tank to another. And, if you choose the Vapotherm Precision Flow ® Heliox unit1, you’ll have the
flexibility of adjusting FiO2, setting temperature and humidity levels at your fingertips.
TM

Important note: Heliox 80/20 is three times less dense than air; this mixture facilitates the largest possible treatment
titration range for caregivers when used in conjunction with ventilators and gas conditioning devices such as the
Precision Flow ® Heliox unit.

Features

Benefits

Regulator built-in

Faster setups
No wrenches required to attach
Fewer components to track down
No capital outlay for regulators or
flowmeters

Integrated flowmeter*
calibrated for heliox

Flexible design facilitates therapy by
mask, and hi-flow therapy by nasal
cannula
Flowrate conversion not required

Quick Connect (50 psig port)

Quick changes between cylinders

Contents gauge built in

Easy to read

High impact plastic cover

Improved protection for the regulator

*Flowrates: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 25 LPM

Companion Products

Precision Flow Heliox Unit

Grab ‘n Go Heliox System

Medipure-LC Single and
Dual Cylinder Carts
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Quick Connect Hose

Also available from Praxair (rental or sale).
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